Opinion

The Tech

By Joseph Riemer

The Tech's journalistic integrity has been abused. Under the misleading headline “Arab - Israeli debate over Zionism continues,” it was led by the MIT Arab Club to publish my Dec. 15, 1975, an immediate response to a charge of misrepresentation.

The Arab Club claims: "The Arab Club says... an unprecedented collection of misinformation, fallacies and outright lies.

We Arabs, Christians, Jews, secularists, or communists, we hold great reverence for Judaism as a religion, as our holy books, the Bible and the Koran teach us.

As for the “Palestinian Arab Club” says, there is no other way than to transfer the Arabs from here to the neighboring countries, to transfer all of them. Not one village, not one tribe, must be left.

Intentionally, the Arab Club sets the statement out of its historical context. This is written in 1940. When Arabs adamantly refuse to accept Jews who lived in Palestine. At the time when the Mufti - the head of the Arabs of their property, but Arab Club also says that Jews from working in Israel are published.

Arab immigrants into the developing Jewish countryside. (British 1944 show a 700 per cent increase of Arab population near Jewish settlements while the normal Arab birth rate in the surrounding area was just counted for only a 50 per cent increase in the same period). Not only did the Jews not deprive the Arabs of their property, but by redeeming the wasteland they made Arab settlement and property possible.

Kibbutz Ha’apat is a slogan promoted by the Jewish Socialism movement, intended to encourage the traditionally intellectual Jewish professionals to become farmers and workers. It has nothing to do with Arabs. "Tom" Ha’apat is the local equivalent of “Buy American." It is a slogan for buying local goods to improve the Export-import balance of payment. No distinction is made in Israel between Arab or Jewish made products.

The next Arab Club lie concerns a statement allegedly made by a certain Mr. Ha’apat, Nov. 15, 1969, telling him that he had not been accepted Arabs to a trade union. The implication is that Arabs are out of place in Israel is sheer nonsense. Any Arab worker is eligible as a full-fledged member of the Histadrut.

It seems to us that our MIT Arab Club is only a drop in the big Arab ocean.

Contributing Editor: David M. Tennenbaum ’74, Dan Gantt ’75, Sports Editor: Glenn Brownstein ’77
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